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Why the Inklings Won’t Go Away

Review Essay
Philip Zaleski and Carol Zaleski, The Fellowship: The Literary Lives of   
the Inklings: J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, Owen Barfield, Charles Williams. 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2015), $35 (hardcover). 
Colin Duriez, The Oxford Inklings: Lewis, Tolkien and Their Circle. (Oxford: 
Lion, 2015), $16.95 (paperback).
Craig Bernthal, Tolkien’s Sacramental Vision: Discerning the Holy in 
Middle Earth. (Kettering OH: Second Spring, 2014), $17.95 (paperback).
Raymond Edwards, Tolkien. (London: Robert Hale, 2014), $39.95 (hard-
cover).

Works about the Oxford Inklings continue to roll off the presses unabated. 
The Inklings continue to enjoy a wide academic and popular readership 
because they have something indispensable, indeed unique, to say. In 
the four books here assessed, I am happy to report that none qualifies as 
a potboiler. On the contrary, each provides a unique contribution to our 
understanding of this remarkable company of writers who, in a world ever 
more alien to their vision, refuse quietly to fade away.

The Fellowship: The Literary Lives of the Inklings
The biggest splash is being made by the biggest book: Philip and Carol 

Zaleski’s 645-page group biography. Rather than treating each writer seri-
atim, the Zaleskis show how the lives and works of the four main Inklings 
were simultaneously intertwined. They do not focus on the famous and 
bibulous Tuesday mornings in the Rabbit Room at the Eagle and Child. Like 
Diana Pavlac Glyer in The Company They Keep (2007), the Zaleskis concentrate 
on the remarkable little community that the Inklings so wondrously formed. 
Though their works became popular, at least in North America, mainly 
in the 1950 and 60s, their actual meetings flourished during the early and 
middle 40s. It was during the Second War and its aftermath that these men 
(along with several others) often met in Lewis’s rooms at Magdalen College 
on Thursday evenings, there to recite poetry both ancient and modern, to 
debate the pressing questions of the time, to exchange academic gossip, and 
above all to read and comment on each other’s work. The moral lurking here 
seems obvious: the worst times often elicit the best creative responses.

The Zaleskis’ book is so magisterial that it is likely to become the first 
point of reference for readers seeking an account of the entire Inklings 
phenomenon, thus replacing Humphrey Carpenter’s still-important work 
of 1979, The Inklings. Their obvious advantage over Carpenter is, of course, 
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that many of Tolkien’s and Lewis’s posthumous works have been published 
during the intervening three and a half decades, especially Christopher 
Tolkien’s edited 12 volumes entitled The History of the Peoples of Middle-earth 
and Walter Hooper’s edited three volumes of Lewis’s letters. There is also a 
mountain of new data from John Garth’s Tolkien and the Great War, as well as 
revolutionary treatments of Lewis by Michael Ward and of Tolkien by Tom 
Shippey and Verlyn Flieger.

Among many other praiseworthy things to be said about The Fellowship, 
three stand out. The Zaleskis are much to be commended for including 
Dorothy L. Sayers as a contributor to the lives and works of the Inklings. She 
never was invited to join their strictly male society, of course, though she 
knew Lewis and spoke at the Socratic Club in Oxford. Tolkien loathed the 
aristocratic dandyism of Lord Peter Wimsey, though his idea of sub-creation 
resembles Sayers’s argument in The Mind of the Maker. Lewis was so deeply 
moved by The Man Born to Be King that he re-read it for his annual Holy 
Week meditations. Sayers was most closely linked to Charles Williams, who 
inspired her love for and eventual translation of Dante. The Zaleskis note 
that Sayers’s judgment of the Commedia could serve as an aesthetic manifesto 
for both the Space Trilogy and The Lord of the Rings: It possesses “that quality 
without which a tale may indeed take captive the imagination but never root 
itself in the affections—the power to create a whole universe of breathing 
characters” (353-54). 

The Zaleskis also make perceptive judgments about the successes and fail-
ures of Charles Williams. They praise the daring Platonism of The Place of the 
Lion, calling it Williams’s best novel. They also regard The Figure of Beatrice 
as “a stunning achievement” (278), not only as a study of Dante but also as 
a covert account of his own doctrine of “the way of affirmation.” This was 
Williams’s anti-ascetical notion that the highest human expression of the 
divine eros is to be found in heterosexual love—whether in the earthly passion 
of sacramental marriage, or in the idealized ardor of chivalric romance. Yet 
the Zaleskis are candid about the link between Williams’s theology of eros 
and his obsession with witchcraft and the magical arts. Rather than silently 
passing over the macabre consequences of this connection, they describe 
how it led Williams to engage in disturbing sadomasochistic practices.

The Zaleskis are especially to be commended for their thorough treatment 
of Owen Barfield in his relation to the other three Inklings. In many regards, 
he was a sad figure who whiled away his days as a solicitor in a London 
law office, when he wanted to be thinking and writing and teaching about 
the nature of the imagination. Even Tolkien—the Inkling least susceptible to 
“influence”—was deeply shaped by Barfield’s theory of language as a repos-
itory of human consciousness. The imagination, Barfield argued, is no inert 
receiver of impressions left by the senses, which it then uses as raw material 
for its creations. On the contrary, the imagination is the chief agent in creating 
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the world as we experience it. The first human speakers and narrators were 
poets unawares. They were inside language, not using it as a tool for mere 
communication, but participating in the very making of meaning. Gradually 
we have lost this participatory indwelling of the world. With the increasing 
domination of the Machine (as both Lewis and Tolkien called it), we live in 
a hostile and alien relation to the world, so that our creations often become 
destructions. Albeit in different ways, the other Inklings joined Barfield in 
resisting the triumph of technics by reclaiming this ancient and yet ever new 
way of inhabiting words and images, stories and metaphors.

The Oxford Inklings: Lewis, Tolkien and Their Circle
Colin Duriez is a veteran laborer of more than forty years in the Inklings 
vineyard. Amazon devotes an entire page to his work, listing eight volumes 
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pertaining to our four figures alone. His book covers the same ground as the 
Zaleskis’, though more quickly and sometimes a bit glibly. For instance, we 
hear nothing of the sexual scandal involving Lewis’s relation to Janie Moore 
nor any of the sadomasochistic predilections of Charles Williams. Duriez 
contends, for example, that Williams employed hermetic symbolism in his 
fiction as “a pattern of imagery rather than a replacement for the central 
teachings of Christianity, and that in these writings he increasingly distanced 
himself from the misuse of power characteristic of the darker side of such 
secret movements” (38). This simply isn’t so, as the Zaleskis demonstrate. 
Stephen M. Dunning, in The Crisis and the Quest: a Kierkegaardian Reading of 
Charles Williams (Paternoster, 2000), also shows how the Rosicrucian motifs 
in Williams’s mature work are often set in drastic contradiction to Christian 
orthodoxy.

Yet there are many good things to be found in Duriez’s quick trip through 
Inkling history. For example, he suggests that Mr. Bultitude, the bear in That 
Hideous Strength, may embody Barfield’s claim that our primal forebears 
experienced the world poetically and thus without the estranging distance 
that self-consciousness brings: 

“When Mrs. Maggs gave him a tin of golden syrup, as she did 
every Sunday morning, he did not recognise either a giver or a 
recipient. Goodness occurred and he tasted it…. There was no 
prose in his life. The appetencies which a human mind might 
disdain as cupboard loves were for him quivering and ecstatic 
aspirations which absorbed his whole being, infinite yearnings, 
stabbed with the threat of tragedy and shot through with the 
colours of Paradise.” (75)

Even more suggestive is Duriez’s query whether the nineteen motley 
Inklings whom he identifies can justifiably be called “the Oxford Inklings” 
or even “the Oxford Christians.” Their fellowship did not represent anything 
typically Oxonian; in many ways they were quite alien to the secular ethos 
of Oxford during the years of their flowering. Lewis’s brother Warnie also 
disliked the idea that the Inklings formed “an organized group for the prop-
agation of Christianity” (218). They were all believers, of course, but the 
variety of their belief was huge—perhaps too large, I would add, to fit them 
all under Lewis’s rubric as “mere Christians.” Duriez thus agrees with both 
Lord David Cecil and Diana Glyer that these deeply engaged friends were 
unified, not by singleness of Christian vision or purpose, so much as by deep 
affinities in books and scholarship and imagination.

Tolkien’s Sacramental Vision: Discerning the Holy in Middle Earth
Craig Bernthal’s study of Tolkien’s sacramental vision is most welcome. 
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Several books have been devoted to the implicit Christianity, even the covert 
Catholicism, present in The Lord of the Rings. Bernthal is the first to show 
that Tolkien’s personal devotion to the Eucharist saturated his imagina-
tion with sacramental qualities. The word “sacrament” is to be understood 
in two senses, as Bernthal has learned from Robert Barth, the Jesuit inter-
preter of Coleridge. In the first sense, it refers to “a sensible sign—a spoken 
word of forgiveness, a ritual gesture, a material object (a piece of bread, a 
cup of wine)—pointing to something beyond itself” (Barth qtd. in Bernthal 
124). This, of course, may also be said of a symbol, insofar as sacrament and 
symbol both participate in the thing signified. Yet in the strict sense, a proper 
sacrament does something significantly greater, indeed uniquely set apart 
from similar acts. Hence Barth: It “is an efficacious sign; it actually makes 
present what it represents—the grace of God, which is a share in the life of 
God…. [It] involves the union of subject and object, the faithful recipient and 
the material sign in which the grace of God is mediated to the Christian” 
(Barth qtd. in Bernthal 124). 

This distinction is not always made clear in Bernthal’s book. Suffice it to 
say that, in general, he uses the word in the former more than the latter 
sense. In so doing, he still observes St. Thomas’s motto that “grace does not 
destroy nature but perfects it” (Summa Theologiae, I, q. 1, a. 8, ad 2). This 
means, for Bernthal as for Andrew Greeley (whom he quotes), that the 
whole of created reality constitutes a sacrament, “a revelation of the pres-
ence of God” (Greeley qtd. in Bernthal 25). Such all-pervasive sacramentality 
undergirds Bernthal’s reading of Tolkien.

For example, he rightly claims that the notorious absence of any formal 
religion in Lord of the Rings, as well as Tolkien’s cordial scorn for allegory, 
makes the great epic fantasy actually more sacramental than less. If Tolkien 
had created a pagan form of religion, as Lewis did in Till We Have Faces, so as 
to show its anticipations of the Gospel, he could not have made his several 
allusions to the Christian sacraments. Nor did Tolkien need to fashion 
Christ-figures such as Aslan so as to clinch the analogy between the fictional 
and the original. He could leave such matters implicit, freeing the reader to 
discern them or else to miss them altogether. Unlike Lewis, Tolkien did not 
regard his art as a species of apologetics, much less allegory. He wanted his 
fiction to stand on its own feet as a thoroughly convincing world of fantasy, 
not as a coded allegory tottering on Christian stilts.

Bernthal is especially effective in his argument that Tolkien’s devotion to 
St. John the Divine is displayed most fully in his Logos-centered account of 
creation and fall in the Ainulindalë section of The Silmarillion, especially with 
its Miltonic tracing of evil to a heavenly revolt against God. Tolkien’s fifteen 
Ainur or Valar serve, in pre-Christian fashion, at the behest of the One who 
is called Ilúvatar; yet they can more deeply be understood as cooperating in 
Ilúvatar’s creative act in a Trinitarian way:
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The Trinity is inherently kenotic—self-giving—in that for all eter-
nity it has engaged in a mutual communion of love. Creation flows 
out of Trinitarian love to a world made for the purpose of partic-
ipating in that love. Ilúvatar’s outpouring of love to the Ainur, 
through the gift of creative participation, can only be returned 
by their free outpouring as well. In Christian terms, the Ainur 
are invited into Trinitarian love…. In Tolkien’s myth, the Ainur 
have freedom, but it is subordinate to Ilúvatar’s overall plan, and, 
although one of them refuses any limitations, this is ultimately 
impossible, because all have their origin and are held in being 
by Ilúvatar. Finally, the nature of Ilúvatar and his ultimate plan 
remain mysterious even to the Ainur. (92)

Bernthal overreaches, in my opinion, when he interprets Frodo’s encoun-
ters with Tom Bombadil as marking the hobbit’s baptismal initiation as a 
pilgrim and wayfarer. I think he is also stretching the limits when he makes 
Galadriel serve sacramentally as a figure of the Church in her manifold judg-
ments and gifts. But he is surely right to regard Boromir as one who receives 
sacramental penance and reconciliation, just as Denethor and Saruman 
repeatedly refuse them. Most convincingly, Bernthal reads Frodo’s ascent 
of Mount Doom as having close analogies with the ultimate Sacrament: 
Christ’s Passion. Frodo’s own Via Dolorosa begins with the virtual Geth-
semane scene on Amon Hen, when amid great anguish he removes the Ring 
and heads straight into Mordor, the region of utter evil. Like Christ, Frodo 
is stripped, mocked, and scourged by the orcs in the Tower of Cirith Ungol. 
Sam Gamgee, like Simon of Cyrene, bears weak and wasted Frodo up the 
volcanic peak. Yet Frodo gathers the strength not to take himself down from 
the Cross, as it were, when he refuses to wield his sword against helpless 
Gollum near the end. Yet here the sacramental analogies cease, as Tolkien 
refuses to replicate, even in fiction, the world’s one unrepeatable Act. Frodo 
finally fails as Christ does not.

Tolkien
Prior to his succinctly titled biography, Raymond Edwards was a name 
completely unknown to me. No longer shall this be the case. He has written 
a hugely important biography that in many ways surpasses earlier accounts 
of Tolkien’s life by Humphrey Carpenter and Joseph Pearce. Edwards also 
picks up where Glyer and Duriez leave off, declaring that the Inklings were 
a disparate collection of Lewis’s friends who were suspicious of movements 
and manifestos. One need think only of the Bloomsbury Set to mark the 
difference. Edwards rightly claims that the Inklings’ main function was to 
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serve “as an audience, to listen and criticize and encourage. For a writer to 
have a regular and sympathetic but not uncritical audience is an unmea-
surable boon” (165-66). Even though they had been estranged for several 
years, Lewis’s death in 1963 left Tolkien without such a reader and hearer of 
his work as he sought to complete The Silmarillion. All too well did Tolkien 
remember that The Lord of the Rings would never have been completed 
without Lewis.

Edwards argues no grand new thesis, but he does offer manifold new 
insights into the sources and occasions for Tolkien’s life and work. Perhaps 
the most important of these is Edwards’s detailed, insider’s account of the 
academic duties and derelictions that afflicted Tolkien. Many of them were 
exceedingly small-minded. They call up the waggish quip that academic 
infighting is so vicious because the stakes are often so small. Debates about 
the place of philology in the English curriculum, nominations and elec-
tions to distinguished professorships, rivalries among seniors and protégés, 
lecturing and dissertation directing—these distractions virtually devoured 
Tolkien, exacerbated as they were by his inveterate tendency to procrastinate, 
to sink into blue funks of depression, to fall sick with a host of maladies. And 
there was the endless marking of examinations in order to keep his family’s 
body and soul intact. The result is that, as the most distinguished Anglo-
Saxon scholar of his time, Tolkien never wrote the major work on English 
philology that was long expected of him. This failure cost him important 
honors, and it brought collegial complaints that he had wasted his scholarly 
life on fairy stories and “trivial literature” (248). Edwards replies that, not 
only would we never have been given so great a work as The Lord of the Rings 
if Tolkien had managed his time better, but also that his very accomplish-
ments as a myth-maker were tied up with the same qualities that left him a 
perpetual academic laggard.

Surely the chief of Tolkien’s overlapping obsessions was the inseparable 
link between legend and language. Because Tolkien was a master of both, his 
fantasies have a remarkable power

… to evoke a palpable sense of untold stories and unexplored 
vistas, of landscapes glimpsed at the edges of other foregrounded 
pictures, that are at once suggestive, enticing and unbreachably 
distant: we desire to go there (to hear the story), and at the same 
time know it is, for now, unbearably beyond our reach…. The 
means Tolkien uses to achieve this effect are, most usually, names: 
unglossed but resonant, with a felt (because real) internal consis-
tency and meaning. This is the fruit of the linguistic background 
of his tales; the languages, he insisted, presupposed a world they 
described, and so by devising the one he necessarily created the 
other. This is exactly the function that technical philology had for 
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Tolkien and for scholars like him: words and phrases implied a 
reality, a world inhabited by their speakers and best described by 
these very words. (249-50)

Among Tolkien’s most resonant discoveries are such words as “hobbit, 
mithril, and silmaril”; among those taken from northern legend were éored (a 
fighting force of Rohan), the ents, and the Trees of Sun and Moon (83).

There is also an important ethical dimension—though Edwards doesn’t 
mark it—implicit in the inspiration Tolkien derived from his haunting 
dreams about the sinking of Atlantis and thus the Downfall of Númenor. 
Tolkien has been charged with both racism and chauvinism for his repeated 
reference to the hope that derives from the Uttermost West, as if he scorned 
non-European races and non-Christian cultures. On the contrary, this myth-
ical western realm exists beyond England and Europe, and it is known only 
to elves, not men. Christopher Tolkien thus argues that his father “was 
envisaging a massive and explicit linking of his own legends with those of 
many other places and times: all concerned with the stories and dreams of 
peoples who dwelt by the coasts of the great Western Sea” (qtd. by Edwards 
175). Thus was the elder Tolkien, in creating his massive “mythology for 
England,” drawing on pre-Christian sources that had nothing to do with 
either race or religion.

Tolkien’s ardent love even for England was not for its wars and conquests 
but for its domestic virtues. He confessed himself to be “more and more 
a Home Ruler” (80-81). As further evidence that Tolkien was no culture 
jingoist, Edwards cites Tolkien’s vigorous complaint against the Goths for 
falling heretically into Arianism, thus bringing on the destruction of their 
culture and language by conquering Trinitarian missionaries from Ireland 
and elsewhere. As Edwards notes, the Goths had reached

… the very point when their language, which had already been 
used for a version of the Bible, might have been after the Byzan-
tine (and Cyrillic) practice used in the liturgy. This would have 
given a strong exemplar for dignified worship in the Germanic 
tongues, and thus a Catholicism that would have become native 
to the peoples later most affected by the Protestant Reformation…. 
He illustrated this point by reciting the Our Father in Gothic in 
‘splendidly sonorous tones’. He was also fond of citing the Old 
English version of the prologue to John’s Gospel, to show that 
English could move naturally amongst abstract concepts at a time, 
he said, when French was merely ‘a vulgar Norman patois’. (293)

Nor was Tolkien anything akin to a militarist. Unlike C.S. Lewis’s imagi-
native works, Tolkien’s were decisively shaped by what Edwards calls 
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“the staggering trauma of the Great War” (103). It prompted in him the 
profoundest doubts about the qualities of allegedly “civilized” man. We are, 
for Tolkien, the only species created imago dei who are yet doomed to die 
like all the other animals. We seek to escape the finality of death, not only 
by fashioning works of transcendent grace and splendor, but also of immiti-
gable iniquity and horror:

Running through [Tolkien’s] work is a profound and often heart-
breaking meditation on the ruinous perversion of goodness and 
civilization, on the coterminous arising of aching beauty and 
unblinking malevolence from the same God-given faculty of 
subcreation. Above all, his theme (as he said in a late interview) 
was ‘death!—inevitable death’, that sets a term to all human 
achievement, that mars and frustrates our plans, and casts to ruin 
all we strive to build and create; and yet which is not the last word. 
(103)

For Tolkien, this “last word” is uniquely Christian. It is the eucatastrophe 
of Armageddon that turns seeming final defeat into the surprising opening 
of Paradise. It thus points to “Joy beyond the walls of the world, poignant as 
grief” (Tolkien 75). For Edwards, by contrast, Tolkien’s transcendent hope 
remains deeply embedded within the northern theory of courage. He thus 
stresses the pagan quality of the heroism necessary to resist our final fate 
within the walls of the world—namely, the dyscatastrophe “of sorrow and 
failure,” of “universal final defeat” (297).

In so arguing, Edwards must reject Tolkien’s own claim that the motto 
of the pre-Christian cultures of Northern Europe (“dying undaunted is no 
defeat’) finds its true completion and perfection in the Revelation given 
through the Jews, Jesus, and the Church. Christians are also called to face 
their own deaths undaunted, not to find heroic glory in the frisson of killing, 
but in the humble martyrdom of knowing one has never done enough 
to serve the Lord who has died in their stead. The difference needs to be 
marked. Like Jesus, Christians win by losing in a radically different way 
than their enemies. Unlike Sauron and his terror-host, the Company of Nine 
Walkers in The Lord of the Rings refuses to adopt evil means to achieve good 
ends, even the destruction of Sauron. 

Edwards comes close to comprehending Tolkien’s theological achieve-
ment when he calls On Fairy-Stories perhaps “his most original contribution 
to Christian apologetics” (297). He points out that Ilúvatar does not silence 
the cacophonous revolt of Melkor/Morgoth against the divine harmony 
of the universe; instead, he refashions it into the minor movement of an 
even greater cosmic symphony, turning evil into good. To this classic form 
of theodicy, Edwards adds an important coda, as it were. He argues that 
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Tolkien must also have believed that God in his mercy is unwilling to stamp 
out our malign acts of subcreation when we re-shape the primary creation 
into evil myths and stories.

Accordingly, Edwards interprets “Leaf by Niggle” to signify that the inev-
itability of death gives urgency and poignancy to the art-making impulse. 
This little parable embodies the basic premise of Tolkien’s entire work as 
Edwards understands it: 

“Our artistic efforts—our makings—are, Tolkien claims, taken 
up by God’s providence and made real, not just as objects to 
be admired, but also as bearing a sacramental function within 
the economy of grace, set within the context of the apparently 
humdrum makings of our ‘unartistic’ neighbours.” (197) 

“Death is not the end of sub-creation, but a way to the fulfil-
ment of it, to the achieving of what we had long ago despaired of 
ever finishing, let alone of bringing to the very perfection that, in 
vision, had inspired us: to its incorporation into the loving plan of 
God.” (298)

Edwards also quotes Tolkien’s poignant letter from 1941 to his troubled 
son Michael about the transcendent link between fathers and sons. This link, 
Tolkien wrote, “is not only of the perishable flesh: it must have something 
of aeternitas about it. There is a place called ‘heaven’ where the good here 
unfinished is completed; and where the stories yet unwritten, and the hopes 
unfulfilled, are continued. We may laugh together yet…” (Tolkien qtd. in 
Edwards 212). It is such joyfully proleptic laughter that, sixty years after they 
were first gathered in C.S. Lewis’s rooms at Magdalen College, still enables 
the Inklings to command our attention.

Ralph C. Wood
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